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THE NEW MOON
A JON JARL Adventure

By Eando Binder

ANEW WORLD! Yes, there was no doubt
of it now. Lieutenant .Jon Jarl of the

Space Police let out a boyish yell of pride and
joy. He couldn't help it. In this interplanetary
age of 2261 A. D., with all planets and worlds
visited by rocket ship, it was no small event
to discover a new body in space!

Jon calmed down. Looking around at the
short horizon, he could see that it was a very
tiny world. In fact, no more than a mile in

diameter. Still, this miniature worldlet or

planetoid was not listed on any of the star

charts, so it was a new world. And it had no

But the most amazing thing of all was that
this small world was only 200,000 miles from
Earth! It hung in space between the Earth and
Moon. Why had it never been seen in tele-

.

scopes? Jon knew the answer. It was too dark.
All around him the rocky surface was almost
black. Thus it reflected little light and tele-
scopes had missed it. For the same reason,
many space ships had gone right past without
seeing it, for it almost blended with the black-
ness of space.

Jon himself had only stumbled on it by sheer
accident, while cruising through space. He had
almost crashed into it. Barely in time he had
braked his rocket ship, turned aside, and then
circled and landed.

Jon was puzzled now. If this worldlet was
this close to Earth, it must be within Earth's
powerful gravitational field, just like the
Moon. Therefore, was this Earth's second
Moon? Did Earth have two moons instead of
one? Excited with this thought, Jon ran into
his ship and dragged out his mounted tripod'
telescope. He eagerly trained it on the Earth
and the M^oon and made rapid calculations of
this worldlet's orbit. *

After an hour, Jon turned away stunned.
"No, it is nor a moon of Earth," he mumbled
aloud. "Sizzling stars 1 It's something even
more amazing than that. Everybody knows
that many planets have moons. Earth has a
moon. Mars has two moons. Jupiter, Saturn,
»nd Uranus have many moons. But for the
first time in history, I've come across a moon
which—" .

Jon stopped, overcome himself at the
astounding discovery. In all the history and
adventure of interplanetary travel, nothing
like this had ever been suspected before!

Elated, Jon dashed to the radio inside his

,

ship. He would announce this amazing event
to Earth—but he decided not to give the whole
thing away. He would save that for a dra-

matic announcement in person, on
.
Earth.

"Attention, Earth," he said into the mike.
"Lieutenant Jon Jarl of the Space Police re-

porting. I have just discovered an unknown
moonlet! It is a small body between Earth
and Moon, uncharted on any space maps. Mes-
sage received?"

After a long wait, Jon was puzzled. No
acknowledgment of his startling statement
came back. Then he knew the reason, for a

powerful blanket wave hissed out of his re-

ceiver, with this message from Earth . . .

Attention, all Space Patrol ships.' Big jail-

break on Earth! Over a hundred desperate
criminals broke out, seized a big rocket liner,

and shot into space! Watch for them!

JON grinned wryly at this trick of fate.

Just as he had big news for Earth, that

jailbreak had to occur and spoil his announce-
ment. Nobody had caught his weak signal, with
the powerful signal from headquarters boom-
ing all through space for the emergency.
But it; soon proved that Jon's signal had

been picked up after all, by one nearby ship.

It turned and sped for the dark moonlet. Jon
waved eagerly and ran toward the ship as it

landed. It must be some passing space liner

that had picked up his message and had decid-
ed to come to see the new little world
Jon gasped as the hatchway swung open.

Sullen, hard-faced men in denim uniforms
crowded out, holding ray-guns at him. It was
the shipload of escaped criminals!

Jon whipped out his twin ray-guns, but it

was hopeless. Dozens of guns were trained on
him. "Start shooting if you dare, Space
Copper!" grated a harsh voice. "It't only a

hundred to one!"

Jon was brave—but not stupid. He dropped
his guns helplessly. One criminal strode for-
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ward, obviously their leader. Ht w» a tmatt,

•crawny man with a goatee and a sharp, cun-

ning face.

"Brain Bates, that's me," he announced In a

cackling voice. "I engineered the jailbreak

into space. We were heading out for open
space when I picked up your signal—that you
had discovered this moonlet. I instantly or-

dered a landing here."

"Aw, Boss," spoke up one thug, glancing

nervously toward the globe of Earth so close

in space. "Let's get away from this peanut
world. It's too close to EarthI We're gonna
get spotted quick and—

"

fififiHUT up, you stupid fool!" snappedS Brain Bates. "Don't you see this is the

best possible hide-out for us? This little world-

. let is unknown. Nobody even suspects its

existence. It has existed for ages this close to

Earth, and was never seen. We can stay here

•for years, safe from detection. Why, this is the

biggest break we could have!"

Jon groaned to himself. It was true. Brain

Bates was nobody's fool. Jon had discovered

a new world—only to have it taken over by
vicious lawbreakers as an ideal hide-out!

"There is only one outsider who knows
where we are," the mastermind criminal went
on, leering mockingly at Jon. "With him out

of the way, we're utterly safe!"

Jon turned cold. They would '-now ray him
down on the spot, in cold blood. A dozen guns
aimed for him, ready to hiss out death.

"Wait." Jon said calmly, although his nerves

were quivering. "There's something I know
nbout this new worldlet that is very important.

Something that stunned me when I discovered

Would this announcement work on Brain

Bates? Would he bite? Jon held his breath.

It was his only hope.

Brain Bates sneered cynically. "Trying to

save your skin with a trick, Copper?" he
cackled. "It won't work. I'm too smart."

Jon shrugged, hoping his knees weren't

shaking. "All right, kill me," he drawled.

"Then you'll never find out what I discovered."

"Gold ?" snapped Brain Bates suddenly,

cupidity working its way into his face,

"Jewels? Something valuable? Don't shoot,

boys. This guy knows something, and we're

going to find out what."

He poked Jon in the ribs. "Get going. Show
us what you found. And it had better be good!"

Jon slowly let out his breath, in relief. He
was saved from instant death. But could he

prolong Ma life and tar* himself entirely?

Something clicked in Jon's mind and he step-

ped along firmly. When they came to a big

rock, Jon pointed dramatically at it. "Under
that," he said.

"Blast it to shreds with our ray-guns !"

yelled Brain Bates excitedly. "If it's some
kind of treasure, we'll grab it."

Ray-guns went to work. Their hissing rays

ate up the rock slowly, dissolving it into

atomic shreds, and giving off a vivid shower of

disintegrating sparks. It took an hour.

Finally the rock was gone—and nothing was
under tt. Brain Bates whirled on Jon in fury.

"What kind of trick was this?" he raged.

"Blast him down, boys!"

But instead, a sizzling ray came from above,

and struck among the criminals! Jon yelled in

joy. Streaking down was an armed cruiser of

the mighty Space Police. He was saved!

The battle was brief. The Space Police

swiftly rounded up the criminals before they

could scatter. "You've got the wrong name,

Mr. Brain Bates," Jon said, grinning at the

glum criminal leader. "There was no treasure

of any kind. It was just a trick to get you to

blast that rock—and make a bright light! I

knew that some Space Patrol ship would see

it, far out in space, and investigate." Jon

paused and went on. "But there is a great new
thing about this worldlet that I discovered. I

was amazed to find out that it was not a second

moon of Earth at all. It turned out to be the

Moon's moon!"
Blank faces, both of criminals and police,

stared back.

££WfcON'T you see?" explained Jon. "It

revolves around our Moon. Therefore

It is a moon of the Moon ! A sort of grandchild

moon of the Earth!"

"Sizzling comets!" gasped the officer of the

Space Police. "That's the most sensational

astronomic discovery of a century! And in

honor of your great find, Lieutenant Jarl,

there can be only one name for it . .
."

It was Jon's turn to gasp. He had a world

named after him . . . Jarlial

I THE END

Read more about JON JAM'S itrange

and thrilling adventures In every issue of

CAPTAIN MARVEL ADVENTURES!
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